Session 22
Tool Time Tuesday
New CV Format, Pure, Upcoming Tool Times
Hello!

Laurissa Gann, MSLS, AHIP

Lesli Moore, MLS

Research Medical Library

www.mdanderson.org/library/
RML-Help@mdanderson.org
New Zoom Virtual Backgrounds

https://mdanderson.libguides.com/zoom/MDA-backgrounds
Literature Search Basics Class

https://mdanderson.libcal.com/event/6961869

September 3rd; 9:00am

Thinking about starting a literature search? This introductory class provides a broad overview of how to do an effective literature search and briefly describes the steps in the process. We'll discuss how to formulate a searchable question; select resources to search; create a search strategy; use additional search techniques.
New CV
New CV Coming September 2021

- Find the new CV: [https://aat.mdanderson.edu/cv-faq/](https://aat.mdanderson.edu/cv-faq/)
- Send comments on the new CV here (Academic Intelligence Unit): [aiu@mdanderson.org](mailto:aiu@mdanderson.org)
What about FIS (Faculty Information System)?

- FIS is expected to retire on September 1, 2021.
- Data from FIS will be transferred to the new system.
- Publications will be automagically pulled into the new system.
What is Pure?

- Pure is a public faculty profiling system: https://mdanderson.elsevierpure.com/
- Pure automatically pulls in publications into the faculty profile. Note: *It may take a few weeks from the publication date for the pub to appear in Pure.*
- Only currently active, full-time faculty members are profiled in Pure.
What is included in Pure?

- Faculty photo
- "Research Output" – list of publications; *Note: Most conference proceedings, abstracts, book chapters, and books will not be added automatically.*
- Citation count
- H-Index
- Altmetric scores for each publication
- Link to the full-text publication
Where do the publications come from?

- Publications come directly from Scopus, a bibliographic database like PubMed. Anyone who has published in a medical or scientific journal automatically has a profile.
- Go to www.scopus.com
- Select “Authors” and enter the author last name and first initial and “Search”
Author Profiles in Scopus

- Authors may have more than one profile in Scopus. If so, contact the library and we can help to reconcile these profiles. RML-Help@mdanderson.org
- Click on the name for the author profile you wish to view.
What is included in a Scopus profile?

- Name
- Affiliation
- ORCiD (This has to be connected. Ask the library for help.)
- List of publications (documents)
- Citation count
- H-Index
- Citation Trends
- Co-authors list
- Links to the full-text publication
Edit a Scopus profile or ask the library for help

- You can request corrections for an author profile to correct an author's name, merge two or more profiles, update an affiliation, add or remove a publication.

- Note: publications take time to load into Scopus. Do not expect something you publish today to show up immediately. It can take a few weeks.
What’s Next for Tool Time
Tool Time Changes

- Moving to every other week. Find updates and topics on the library calendar: [https://mdanderson.libcal.com/](https://mdanderson.libcal.com/)

- Join our Team
  - Go to [https://teams.microsoft.com](https://teams.microsoft.com)
  - Choose “Join or create team”. “Join a team with a code”, and enter this code: w77n8zz
  - You can add comments or questions. We won’t be monitoring this every day but it’s a way to share information and crowdsource answers.
Thanks!

Any questions?

Ask the Research Medical Library

◉ RML-Help@mdanderson.org
◉ www.mdanderson.org/library/
◉ Register for future Tool Time Tuesdays: https://mdanderson.libcal.com/event/6632717